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Topographic and Geological Map 
Series

NOTE: For all products listed in this section, please inquire at 
geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery 
options. Please reference the product title or product number  
(e.g., 20-10-001) in your message. 

Dominica Topographic Map

20-10-001
Dominica 1:50,000 (E703 / DOS 451).  
Directorate of Overseas Surveys (United Kingdom). 
Published 1963. Scale 1:50,000. In English. Contours at 
200-foot intervals, shaded relief, parish borders, roads, 
and hydrography. 1 sheet, full country coverage.

Antigua and Barbuda Topographic Maps

20-10-002
Barbuda scale 1:25,000 (E803 / DOS537). 
Directorate of Overseas Surveys (United Kingdom). 
Published 1970-71. In English. Contours at 25-foot intervals, 
roads, hydrography, and land cover. 2 sheets, full coverage                
of Barbuda.

Suriname Topographic Maps

20-10-003
Suriname schaal 1:500,000. 
Centraal Bureau Luchtkartering (Suriname).
Published 1960-1977. In Dutch. Contours at 250-meter 
intervals, roads, hydrography, borders, vegetation, mines, and 
airports. 4 sheets, full country coverage. 

Samoa Topographic Maps

20-10-004
Samoa MGCP Topographic Map 1:50,000
(EVMap50-WSM).    
East View Geospatial (United States). Published 2020.           
In English. Contours at 20-meter intervals, itumalo and faipule 
borders, roads, hydrography, vegetation, cultural features,   
and aeronautical features. 16 sheets, full country coverage.
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Scientific and Specialty Atlases and 
Books

Zhongguo zi ran yi yuan xing ji bing liu xing bing xue 

20-10-005 | $619.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas of Epidemiology of Natural Epidemic Diseases   
in China
Long men shu ju, China Hardcover. 908 pages.
ISBN 9787508856896. In Chinese. 2020. 

This atlas is the result of the “Compilation and Research for 
Atlas of Epidemiology of Natural Epidemiology of Diseases 
of China,” a key project of national foundational scientific and 
technological work. It consists of three volumes in four parts.

Other Atlases

20-10-006 | $23.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas de epidemias : enfermedades mortales
y contagiosas desde la peste hasta el virus del Zika
Librero, cop, Spain.  Hardcover. 224 pages.
ISBN 9789463593663. In Spanish. 2020.

This book provides an overview of the spread of epidemics 
throughout history, from the plague that devastated Europe   
in the 14th century and the deadly cholera outbreaks in the 
19th century to the AIDS epidemic of the 1980s, the virus 
Ebola that spread from Africa and the disastrous spread of 
Zika in Brazil.

20-10-007 | $66.00 | PURCHASE
Underground cities : mapping the tunnels, transits and 
networks underneath our feet
Frances Lincoln Limited Publishers, United Kingdom. 
Softcover. 224 pages. ISBN 9781781318935. In English. 
2020. 

With over 60 per cent of the world’s population living in cities, 
the networks beneath our feet – which keep the cities above 
moving – are more important than ever before. Yet we never 
truly see how these amazing feats of engineering work. 
Just how deep do the tunnels go? Where do the sewers, 
bunkers and postal trains run? And, how many tunnels are 
there under our streets? Each featured city presents a ‘skyline 
of the underground’  through specially commissioned cut-
away illustrations and unique cartography. 
Drawing on geography, cartography and historical oddities,                   
Mark Ovenden explores what our cities look like from the 
bottom up.

20-10-008 | $60.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas van de IJssel
Uitgeverij Wbooks, Netherlands. Hardcover. 192 pages.                        
ISBN 9789462583894. In Dutch. 2020.

The IJssel. A familiar but unpredictable river. Furious and 
then calm again, straightforward and then winding again. 
Where changes occur, stories are told. The IJssel is a primal 
story from the early Middle Ages, of growth and expansion 
but also of decline and contraction, and of attempts to 
control the flow of water time and again. Atlas van de IJssel 
uses historical map material and contemporary drone photos 
to tell the origins of a great diversity of areas that together 
form the IJssel valley. Whether it concerns the IJssel of the 
past or the present day - the atlas contains many unique 
images that are shown together for the first time.

20-10-009 | $70.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas van de wereldgeschiedenis : de geschiedenis 
van de mensheid in 515 kaarten
Asterisk, Netherlands. Softcover. 640 pages.
ISBN 9789046827321. In Dutch. 2020.

The Atlas of World History presents the history of mankind 
chronologically and in an unparalleled way. From the 
Mesopotamians and Ancient Egyptians to the Cold War 
and the Arab Spring, Christian Grataloup places each map 
in the context of world history with illuminating text and 
breathtaking images. The atlas combines the latest historical 
insights with the most creative cartography. In a phenomenal 
way it becomes clear which events from the past have led to 
today’s world.

20-10-010 | $40.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas van WOII : de Tweede Wereldoorlog in meer dan 
100 kaarten
Lannoo, Netherlands. Softcover. 288 pages.
ISBN 9789401472319. In Dutch. 2020.

The war that has killed more than any other in history 
comes to life in this book through specially crafted maps.             
They are provided with all the necessary graphics, symbols 
and legends to accurately reconstruct developments.       
From the invasion of Poland to the atomic bombing of 
Hiroshima, from the evacuation of Dunkirk to the landing in 
Normandy. They provide a unique overview at a glance.

20-10-011 | $42.00 | PURCHASE
Guangzhou Shi di zhi huan jing zong he tu ji = 
GuangzhouShi dizhi huanjing zonghe tuji
Zhongguo di zhi da xue chu ban she, China. Hardcover.        
67 pages. ISBN 9787562541523. In Chinese. 2020.
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20-10-012 | $74.00 | PURCHASE
Xi bei di qu di qiu hua xue tu ji = Geochemical atlas of 
northwest China
Zhongguo di zhi da xue chu ban she, China. Softcover.       
126 pages. ISBN 9787562545514. In Chinese. 2020. 

20-10-013 | $49.00 | PURCHASE
Zhong guo xi nan di qu di qiu hua xue tu ji = 
Geochemical atlas of Southwest China 
Zhongguo di zhi da xue chu ban she, China. Hardcover.      
174 pages. ISBN 9787562545514. In Chinese. 2020.

20-10-014 | $74.00 | PURCHASE
Hainan hai yu hai dao yao gan jian ce tu ji : 2013-2017 
nian
Zhongguo di zhi da xue chu ban she, China. Hardcover.      
640 pages. ISBN 9787567021068. In Chinese. 2019.

20-10-015 | $20.00 | PURCHASE
Gao fen liu hao wei xing yao gan ying xiang nong ye 
jing guan tu ji
Zhongguo di zhi da xue chu ban she, China. Hardcover.        
58 pages. ISBN 9787511642905. In Chinese. 2019.

20-10-016 | $32.00 | PURCHASE
Yindu Yang hai yang shui wen tu ji = Atlas of physical 
oceanography of the Indian ocean
Hai yang chu ban she, China. Hardcover. 205 pages.         
ISBN 9787521003550. In Chinese. 2019.

20-10-017 | $30.00 | PURCHASE
Huzhou Shi jing xi hua qi hou zi yuan fen bu tu ji = 
Huzhou shi jingxihua qihou ziyuan fenbu tuji
Qi xiang chu ban she, China. Hardcover. 151 pages.            
ISBN 9787502969752. In Chinese. 2019.

20-10-018 | $91.00 | PURCHASE
Dian xing di zhen di zhi te zheng tu ji
Zhongguo shi hua chu ban she, China. Hardcover. 295 pages.            
ISBN 9787511450647. In Chinese. 2019.

20-10-019 | $247.00 | PURCHASE
Talimu die he pen di gou zao chen ji yan hua yu you qi 
kan tan tu ji
Ke xue chu ban she, China. Hardcover. 224 pages.              
ISBN 9787030602015. In Chinese. 2020.

20-10-020 | $49.00 | PURCHASE
Hebei sheng geng di zhi liang tu ji
Zhongguo nong ye ke xue ji shu chu ban she, China. 
Hardcover. 309 pages. ISBN 9787511644183. In Chinese. 
2020.

“Atlas of Cultivated Land Quality in Hebei Province” 
is a professional atlas that comprehensively and 
systematically reflects the quality of cultivated land in Hebei 
Province. Centralized display of cultivated land quality 
grade distribution, cultivated land space and attribute 
characteristics, cultivated land quality status and level, 
providing important scientific basis for the province’s 
cultivated land planning and utilization, agricultural structure 
adjustment, characteristic industry development, cultivated 
land quality protection and improvement, and agricultural 
sustainability.

20-10-021 | $49.00 | PURCHASE
Zhungaer pen di zhou yuan dian xing you qi miao te 
zheng xin xi tu ji
Ke xue chu ban she, China. Softcover. 202 pages.              
ISBN 9787030650122. In Chinese. 2020.

This atlas systematically introduces the geological 
background, field profile, petrography and geochemical 
characteristics of oil and gas seedlings outcropping in the 
Junggar Basin, and on this basis, the formation mode and 
exploration significance for oil and gas seedlings.

20-10-022 | $22.00 | PURCHASE
Beijing ji zhou bian sheng tai huan jing yao gan jian ce 
tu ji
Ce hui chu ban she, China. Softcover. 112 pages.               
ISBN 9787503042683. In Chinese. 2020.

This atlas is based on the study “Beijing ecological 
environment change (2000-2011) and the investigation 
and evaluation of the impact on the atmospheric and water 
environment,” as well as the “Remote Sensing Survey and 
Evaluation of Ten-Year Changes in the National Ecological 
Environment.”

20-10-023 | $104.00 | PURCHASE
Huang Dong Hai wu li, hua xue yu sheng tai huan jing 
diao cha tu ji = Survey atlas of physical oceanography, 
marine chemistry and marine ecological environment 
of the Yellow Sea and East China Sea
Ke xue chu ban she, China. Softcover. 481 pages.              
ISBN 9787030628275. In Chinese. 2020.
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Trade, Popular and Reference Maps 
and Atlases

Featured Publisher: Greenland Tourist Maps                
by Compukort
Compukort manufactures maps for all purposes. They have 
extensive experience in the production and design of the 
following types of cartographic products: Maps for nature 
and leisure, Tourist Maps, Bicycle Maps, Hiking Maps,      
Kayak Maps, and Globes. For more Compukort titles, please 
visit www.longitudemaps.com.             

20-10-024 | $24.95 | PURCHASE
Narsarsuaq hiking map
ISBN: 9788790677046. 2017. In English/Danish. 1 sheet.           

A detailed and clear map of the Narsarsuaq region of 
Greenland, printed on waterproof paper with a scale of 
1:100,000.

20-10-025 | $24.95 | PURCHASE
Sisimiut hiking map
ISBN: 9788790677114. 2013. In English/Danish. 1 sheet.
 
This Compukort title provides hiking details for Sisimut          
in Western Greenland on water and tear-resistant paper.

20-10-026 | $24.95 | PURCHASE
Tasiilaq/Kulusuk Hiking Map
ISBN: 9788790677022. 2010. In English/Danish. 1 sheet.
 
Detailed topographic hiking map covering the                
Tasiilaq/Kulusuk areas of the coastal regions of Greenland. 
25 meter contours.

20-10-027 | $24.99 | PURCHASE
Ilulissat Hiking Map
ISBN: 9788790677237. In English/Danish. 1 sheet.
 
This Compukort map provides topographic, trekking,          
and hiking details for Fritidskort Eqi at 1:30,000 scale.

20-10-028 | $24.95 | PURCHASE
Hiking Map North Greenland :                                             
Eqi, Alluttoq - Arveprinsen Ejland
ISBN: 9788790677244. 2009. In English/Danish. 1 sheet.
 
This Compukort title is a clear, detailed waterproof hiking 
map of North Greenland.

Services: Approval Plans,  
Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and 
atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique 
needs and specifications. With many years of experience 
serving academic, public and government libraries with 
foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of 
establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best 
quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides 
high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services 
and solutions, including custom map and data production, 
and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our 
MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized 
solutions for your mapping needs.
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